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Abstract: Rheumatoid arthritis (RA) remains a major clinical problem with many patients having continuing systemic inflammatory disease resulting in progressive erosive damage and high levels of disability. A range of pro-inflammatory cytokines including tumor necrosis factor (TNF), interleukin (IL)-1 and IL-6 are involved in RA pathogenesis; these cytokines can be specifically inhibited by biological agents. Tocilizumab (TCZ) is a recombinant humanized anti-IL-6 receptor monoclonal antibody, administered monthly by intravenous infusion that prevents IL-6 signal transduction. There is strong evidence that it is both clinically efficacious and cost-effective. There have been several key clinical trials evaluating the safety and efficacy of TCZ in RA patients. We review five Phase II trials and seven Phase III trials enrolling a total of 626 and 5268 RA patients respectively. The American College of Rheumatology (ACR) response criteria were used as the primary or secondary outcome measure in all trials. Overall these trials demonstrated that TCZ was effective in the treatment of RA in a number of patient groups, including those with an inadequate response to methotrexate (MTX) or TNF inhibition. TCZ use, both as monotherapy and in combination with MTX, improved the signs and symptoms of RA within several weeks of commencing treatment. Additionally, TCZ was shown to reduce radiological disease progression and improve physical function, both as monotherapy and in combination with MTX. A 5-year extension study demonstrated that TCZ sustained good long-term efficacy and safety profiles. TCZ was generally well tolerated. Although its use increased the risk of an adverse event, these were usually mild to moderate in severity and treatment did not increase the risk of a serious adverse event in comparison to controls. Due to moderate increases in serum levels of total cholesterol, triglycerides, high-density lipoproteins and serum transaminases seen in those patients treated with TCZ, as well as severe neutropenia in some, regular blood monitoring of full blood count, liver function and lipids is recommended. Given its clinical efficacy in the treatment of RA, TCZ may be beneficial in the treatment of other autoimmune diseases where IL-6 plays a role in the inflammatory cascade.
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Background

Introduction

Rheumatoid arthritis (RA) is a chronic systemic inflammatory autoimmune disease causing a symmetrical polyarthritis of the large and small joints. Affecting 0.5%–1.0% of the population in the developed world, it typically presents between the ages of 30–50 years, is 2.5 times more common in women than men, and is clinically characterized by joint pain, stiffness and swelling due to synovial inflammation and effusion.1–3 Patients may develop multiple systemic symptoms including fever, fatigue, anemia, anorexia, and osteoporosis, and show an elevation of acute-phase reactants such as...
C-reactive protein (CRP) and erythrocyte sedimentation rate (ESR).\textsuperscript{3,4} The disease can lead to a fluctuating progressive course that may result in joint destruction, deformity, disability and premature death.\textsuperscript{7}

Although not fully understood, the etiology of RA is believed to be multifactorial, resulting from interactions between genetic and environmental factors. One theory postulates that a triggering event, possibly autoimmune or infectious in origin, initiates joint inflammation which then precipitates a host of complex immune responses, eventually leading to the joint destruction and systemic complications seen in RA.\textsuperscript{1,2} Pro-inflammatory cytokines such as tumor necrosis factor alpha (TNF-\(\alpha\)), interleukin (IL)-1 and IL-6 have all been shown to play an important role in disease pathogenesis in RA.\textsuperscript{3,5,8}

Managing RA

Treatments used in RA include disease modifying antirheumatic drugs (DMARDs) and more recently, biological agents. Traditionally, first-line treatment incorporates conventional DMARDs that relieve inflammatory processes and can slow disease progression.\textsuperscript{9,10} These include corticosteroids, methotrexate (MTX), leflunomide, sulfasalazine and hydroxychloroquine.\textsuperscript{11} For patients with an inadequate response to conventional DMARDs, biological agents may be indicated. Biological therapies include the TNF-\(\alpha\) inhibitors infliximab, adalimumab, golimumab, certolizumab and etanercept; the IL-1 inhibitor anakinra; the selective modulator of T-cell activation abatacept; and the chimeric auto CD20 B-cell depleting agent rituximab.\textsuperscript{11,12}

Following over a decade of use, anti-TNF-\(\alpha\) therapy is now well established as an effective treatment option for RA, especially in patients who experience an inadequate response to DMARDs, including MTX.\textsuperscript{13,14} Despite this, a significant proportion of patients have a partial but incomplete response (20\%–40\%) to anti-TNF-\(\alpha\) therapy.\textsuperscript{15} Tocilizumab (TCZ), also known as Actemra\textsuperscript{8} or RoActemra\textsuperscript{8}, was introduced as a new approach for the treatment of RA, targeting the IL-6 pathway.\textsuperscript{16} It has been approved for use in RA in Europe, the United States, Japan and Canada, amongst others.\textsuperscript{17}

IL-6

IL-6 is a 26 kDa glycopeptide whose gene is found on chromosome 7.\textsuperscript{18} It was first cloned in 1986 by Hirano et al.\textsuperscript{19} Like TNF-\(\alpha\), IL-6 is a pleiotropic pro-inflammatory cytokine with a variety of biologic effects; regulating the immune response, inflammation, bone metabolism, hematopoiesis, and stimulating chemokine production and adhesion molecules in lymphocytes, including acute-phase proteins in hepatocytes (Figure 1).\textsuperscript{20–26} IL-6 is produced by lymphocytes, monocytes, fibroblasts, synoviocytes and endothelial cells.\textsuperscript{20–22,26}

IL-6 signal transduction

IL-6 exerts its biological activity through two differing IL-6 driven signaling pathways, involving either a membrane bound IL-6 receptor (mIL-6R), or soluble IL-6 receptor (sIL-6R). IL-6 signaling primarily occurs through the mIL-6R via two signal-transducing glycoprotein 130 (gp130) subunits.\textsuperscript{18,22,27–29} When IL-6 binds to mIL-6R, the homodimerization of gp130 is induced and a high-affinity functional receptor complex of IL-6, IL-6R, and gp130 is formed. In contrast, sIL-6R, lacking the intracytoplasmic portion of mIL-6R, is produced either by the enzymatic cleavage of mIL-6R or by alternative splicing. sIL-6R can bind with IL-6 and then the complex of IL-6 and sIL-6R can form a complex with gp130 (Figure 2).\textsuperscript{18,22,27–29}

IL-6 in RA

IL-6 contributes to the pathogenesis of RA by promoting the activation of T-cells and the differentiation of B-cells into immunoglobulin-secreting plasma cells.\textsuperscript{25–27} It is produced in large quantities by synovial cells and macrophages in patients with RA.\textsuperscript{25,30} Higher levels of IL-6 and sIL-6R have been found in the serum of RA patients, and levels of IL-6 and sIL-6R have been shown to correlate with both RA disease activity and radiological joint damage.\textsuperscript{11,12}

Enhanced expression of intercellular adhesion molecule-1 allows IL-6 to promote the infiltration of inflammatory cells into synovial tissue, and to act synergistically with TNF-\(\alpha\) and IL-1 to promote angiogenesis as a result of increased production of vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF).\textsuperscript{33} This increase in VEGF also stimulates pannus formation.\textsuperscript{18,34} Overproduction of IL-6 induces acute-phase proteins (including CRP and serum amyloid A) and contributes to the systemic manifestations of RA though hepcidin production (anemia), its potent action on the hypothalamic–pituitary–adrenal axis (fatigue), and through its impact on bone metabolism (osteoporosis).\textsuperscript{18,34} IL-6 may also contribute to the induction and maintenance of the autoimmune process through B-cell modulation and Th17 cell differentiation.\textsuperscript{18} Taken together, the number of potential mechanisms by which IL-6 may mediate the systemic and articular features of RA, make it an ideal target for the treatment of RA.\textsuperscript{12}
Interleukin-6 activates a number of key inflammatory pathways.

Abbreviations: CRP, C-reactive protein; RBC, red blood cells; RF, rheumatoid factor; VEGF, vascular endothelial growth factor.

Interleukin-6 signal transduction and blockage by tocilizumab.

Reprinted from Biologics, volume 2, Okuda Y, Review of tocilizumab in the treatment of rheumatoid arthritis, pages 75–82, Copyright © 2008, with permission from Dove.

Abbreviations: gp130, glycoprotein 130; mIL-6R, membrane-bound interleukin-6 receptor; sIL-6R, soluble interleukin-6 receptor.
TCZ

TCZ is a recombinant humanized anti-IL-6 receptor monoclonal antibody, administered monthly by intravenous infusion (IV) that prevents IL-6 signal transduction (Figure 2). By binding selectively and competitively to both mIL-6R and sIL-6R, TCZ prevents the dimerization of gp130 on the cell membrane and therefore blocks the pro-inflammatory effects of IL-6. Furthermore, TCZ has the capacity to dissociate IL-6/IL-6R complexes that have already formed.

TCZ is approved in Europe and the United States for the treatment of moderate to severe RA in adult patients who have responded inadequately or have been intolerant to previous therapy with one or more DMARDs or TNF inhibitors.

The objective of this article is to review the key studies of the use of TCZ in RA, addressing efficacy, tolerability and adverse events (AEs).

Key studies of TCZ

Introduction

There have been several key clinical trials evaluating the safety and efficacy of TCZ in RA patients. Numerous primary endpoints have been used and include the American College of Rheumatology (ACR) response criteria (ACR20, ACR50, and ACR70 are defined by a 20%, 50%, or 70% clinical improvement from baseline after treatment respectively). Other endpoints include the European League Against Rheumatism and the Disease Activity Score of 28 joints (DAS28) improvement criteria; the patients’ and physicians’ global assessment of disease activity; the patient’s assessment of pain; the Health Assessment Questionnaire Disease Index (HAQ-DI) score; and the acute-phase reactants (erythrocyte sedimentation rate [ESR] and C-reactive protein [CRP]).

Phase I/II clinical studies

Monotherapy

A UK Phase I/II study was performed by Choy et al in 2002. This randomized, double-blind, placebo-controlled, dose-escalation trial was conducted in 45 patients with active RA as defined by the ACR revised criteria. The study aimed to determine the safety and efficacy of TCZ in single doses. Patients were sequentially allocated to receive one of four single dose cohorts of TCZ (0.1 mg/kg, 1.0 mg/kg, 5.0 mg/kg, or 10.0 mg/kg) or placebo. The primary efficacy endpoint was meeting the ACR20 response criteria 2 weeks after treatment. The ACR20 is considered to be a powerful discriminator between active and placebo treatments.

Choy et al found a significant treatment difference between the TCZ 5.0 mg/kg group and the placebo group, with 55.6% of the TCZ group achieving an ACR20 response compared to 0% in the placebo group. The ESR and CRP values fell significantly in the TCZ 5.0 mg/kg and 10.0 mg/kg groups, normalizing after 2 weeks of treatment. The only AEs noted, were considered to be mild to moderate in severity and were found in approximately equal amounts in both the treatment and placebo groups. No severe AEs were attributed to TCZ. They concluded that inhibition of IL-6 significantly improved the signs and symptoms of RA and normalized acute-phase reactants.

A Japanese Phase I/II study by Nishimoto et al in 2003 aimed to evaluate the safety and pharmacokinetics of multiple infusions of TCZ in patients with RA. Using an open-label trial, 15 patients with active RA, as defined by the ACR criteria, were administered three doses of TCZ IV at doses of 2 mg/kg, 4 mg/kg, or 8 mg/kg, every 2 weeks for 6 weeks. They evaluated the pharmacokinetics, safety, and clinical efficacy of TCZ. Patients with no safety concerns in regard to TCZ were continued on treatment and reassessed at 6 months.

This study showed that the half-life (T1/2) of TCZ increased with repeated and increased doses. Those given 4 mg/kg and 8 mg/kg TCZ showed a tendency to accumulate TCZ in the blood. In those in whom TCZ levels were detectable in the blood at trough levels, objective inflammatory indicators such as CRP, ESR, and serum amyloid A were completely normalized at 6 weeks, with no statistically significant difference in efficacy amongst the three dose groups. Their findings indicated that IL-6 was a major cytokine responsible for the acute-phase protein production seen in vivo in patients with RA.

Although this was an open-label study, ACR20 and ACR50 response criteria measurements were also assessed. They found that at 6 weeks post-treatment, 60% and 13% of patients achieved ACR20 and ACR50 respectively, and in those that continued on treatment, at 6 months 86.7% and 33.5% achieved ACR20 and ACR50 respectively. TCZ was well-tolerated at all doses with no difference in the frequency of AEs between these groups, and no severe AEs were attributed to TCZ. No new observations of antinuclear antibodies or anti-DNA antibodies, and no anti-TCZ antibodies were detected.

Phase II studies

Monotherapy – previous DMARD failure

A Japanese late Phase II multicenter, double-blind, placebo-controlled trial aimed to evaluate the safety and efficacy
of TCZ monotherapy in patients with RA.\textsuperscript{39} One hundred sixty-four RA patients with an inadequate response to one or more DMARDs or immunosuppressants, were randomized into one of three treatment arms; 3 months of IV infusions every 4 weeks of either TCZ 4 mg/kg, TCZ 8 mg/kg, or placebo infusions. The clinical responses were measured at 3 months using the ACR response criteria and the DAS28 improvement criteria. The mean number of DMARDs tried prior to entry to the trial was between four and five, and the mean duration was 8 years, implying established disease.\textsuperscript{39}

Patients treated with TCZ showed a reduction in disease activity in a dose-dependent manner. At 3 months, an ACR20 response was achieved in 57% and 78% of the 4 mg/kg and 8 mg/kg TCZ groups respectively, compared with only 11% in the placebo group. The 8 mg/kg TCZ dose led to a significantly greater ACR20 response compared to the 4 mg/kg TCZ and placebo groups \((P = 0.002 \text{ and } P < 0.001, \text{ respectively}).\) An ACR50 response was seen in 40% of patients treated with 8 mg/kg TCZ compared to only 1.9% in the placebo group \((P < 0.001).\) The ACR70 response was also found to be superior in the 8 mg/kg group compared to the placebo group \((16.4\% \text{ versus } 0.0\% \text{ respectively, } P = 0.002).\) Evaluation using the DAS28 criteria showed a good or moderate response in 90.9% of the 8 mg/kg TCZ group. Complete normalization of the CRP level was observed in 26% and 76% of the TCZ 4 mg/kg and 8 mg/kg groups respectively, compared to only 1.9% of the placebo group. Nishimoto et al concluded that treatment with TCZ was generally well-tolerated and significantly reduced the disease activity of RA.\textsuperscript{39}

**Monotherapy – no prior treatment failure**

The STREAM extension study (long-term safety and efficacy of TCZ, an anti-IL-6 receptor monoclonal antibody, in monotherapy, in patients with RA)\textsuperscript{40} was an open-label, long-term extension trial following on from the initial 3-month randomized controlled Phase II trial.\textsuperscript{39} This trial aimed to evaluate the safety and efficacy of 5-year TCZ monotherapy in patients with refractory RA. Of the 163 patients in the initial late Phase II trial, 143 patients received infusions of 8 mg/kg TCZ monotherapy every 4 weeks. Concomitant therapy with nonsteroidal antiinflammatory drugs and/or oral prednisolone (maximum 10 mg daily) was permitted. Again the clinical responses were measured using the ACR criteria and DAS28 improvement criteria at 5 years.\textsuperscript{40}

At 5 years, 84.0%, 69.1%, and 43.6% of the patients achieved ACR20, ACR50, and ACR70 improvement respectively, and 55.3% achieved DAS28 remission (defined as DAS28 < 2.6). Of the patients receiving corticosteroids at baseline, 88.6% were able to decrease their corticosteroid dose and 31.8% to discontinue them altogether. Nishimoto et al concluded that TCZ demonstrated sustained long-term efficacy.\textsuperscript{40}

**Combination therapy – previous DMARD failure**

The European CHARISMA study (Chugai humanized anti-human recombinant IL-6 monoclonal antibody study) was a randomized, double-blind, placebo-controlled, multicenter trial investigating the safety and efficacy of multiple infusions of TCZ, both alone and in combination with MTX.\textsuperscript{14} This 16-week trial included 359 patients with active RA and an inadequate response to 4 weeks of treatment with MTX. Patients received treatment every 4 weeks and were randomized to one of seven treatment arms: TCZ at doses of 2 mg/kg, 4 mg/kg, or 8 mg/kg either as monotherapy with placebo or in combination with MTX, or MTX plus placebo.\textsuperscript{14}

An ACR20 response at week 16 was achieved in 61% and 63% of patients receiving 4 mg/kg and 8 mg/kg TCZ plus placebo (TCZ monotherapy) respectively, compared with only 41% of patients receiving MTX plus placebo (MTX monotherapy) \((P < 0.05).\) In those patients treated with TCZ plus MTX (TCZ combination therapy), an ACR20 response was achieved by 63% and 74% in the TCZ 4 mg/kg and 8 mg/kg groups respectively. TCZ combination therapy demonstrated superior efficacy compared with MTX monotherapy, with a statistically significant ACR50 and ACR70 response at either 4 mg/kg or 8 mg/kg of TCZ plus MTX \((P < 0.05).\)\textsuperscript{14}

In all patients, except those receiving TCZ 2 mg/kg, a dose-related reduction in the DAS28 was observed from week 4 onwards. The majority of patients who received 8 mg/kg of TCZ showed a normalization of the inflammatory markers, CRP and ESR. The CHARISMA study group concluded that TCZ was highly efficacious in decreasing disease activity in RA.\textsuperscript{14}

**Phase III trials**

Seven Phase III clinical trials were performed to evaluate the efficacy and safety profile of TCZ in patients with RA; these are summarized in Tables 1–4.\textsuperscript{10,41–46}

**Monotherapy – no prior treatment failure**

The AMBITION study (Actemra versus MTX double-blind investigative trial in monotherapy) aimed to investigate the efficacy and safety of TCZ monotherapy versus MTX in patients with moderate to severe active RA.\textsuperscript{41} This 24-week, double-blind, double-dummy, parallel-group trial randomized
### Table 1: Key trials of tocilizumab

| Trial      | Year | Patients | Study duration (weeks) | Design                                                                 | Population | Disease duration (years) | Prior treatment                  | Treatment arms |
|------------|------|----------|------------------------|------------------------------------------------------------------------|------------|--------------------------|-----------------------------------|----------------|-----------------|
| SAMURAI    | 2007 | 306      | 52                     | X-ray reader-blind, open-label, multicenter, randomized, placebo-controlled trial | Mod severe RA | 2                        | Failed ≥ 1 DMARD | 1. TCZ 8 mg/kg monthly | 2. Conventional DMARD |
| SATORI     | 2008 | 125      | 24                     | Randomized, double-blind, multicenter, controlled trial                | Mod severe RA | 9                        | Inadequate response to low dose MTX | 1. TCZ 8 mg/kg monthly + placebo MTX |
| OPTION     | 2008 | 623      | 24                     | Randomized, double-blind, placebo-controlled, parallel-group trial     | Mod severe RA | 8                        | Failed ≥ 1 DMARD/MTX | 1. TCZ 4 mg/kg monthly + MTX |
| RADIATE    | 2008 | 499      | 24                     | Double-blind, placebo-controlled trial                               | Mod severe RA | 13                       | No biologic failure | 1. TCZ 8 mg/kg monthly + MTX |
| TOWARD     | 2008 | 1220     | 24                     | Randomized, double-blind, placebo-controlled, multicenter study        | Mod severe RA | 10                       | No prior biologic failure | 1. TCZ 4 mg/kg monthly + MTX |
| AMBITION   | 2010 | 673      | 24                     | Randomized, double-blind, double-dummy, parallel study                 | Mod severe RA | 6                        | No previous MTX or biologic failure | 1. TCZ 8 mg/kg monthly |
| LITHE      | 2011 | 1196     | 104                    | Randomized, double-blind, controlled trial                            | RA < 5 years | 9                        | Inadequate response to MTX No previous biologic failure | 1. TCZ 4 mg/kg monthly + MTX |

**Abbreviations:** DMARD, disease modifying anti-rheumatic drug; MTX, methotrexate; RA, rheumatoid arthritis; TCZ, tocilizumab.
Patients were titrated to 20 mg/week within 8 weeks. The primary efficacy endpoint was meeting the ACR20 response criteria at week 24. The ACR50 and ACR70 responses were also significantly higher in the TCZ group compared to the MTX group. DAS28 remission was achieved in 33.6% of the TCZ treated group compared to 12.1% in those treated with MTX. By week 24 the TCZ group were five times more likely to achieve DAS28 remission than the MTX group (odds ratio [OR] 5.8; 95% confidence interval [CI] 3.3, 10.4). With respect to laboratory parameters, by week 12 the mean CRP level was within the normal range in the TCZ group, whereas levels remained elevated in the MTX group.

The AMBITION study group concluded that TCZ monotherapy was superior to MTX monotherapy in RA patients for whom treatment with MTX or biologics had not previously failed.

### Monotherapy – DMARD failure

The SATORI study (study of active-controlled TCZ monotherapy for RA patients with inadequate response to MTX) investigated the clinical efficacy of TCZ monotherapy in patients with moderate to severe active RA with an inadequate response to 8 weeks of low dose MTX. This 24-week multicenter, double-blind, randomized controlled trial allocated 125 RA patients to receive either TCZ 8 mg/kg plus MTX placebo (TCZ monotherapy) or TCZ placebo plus MTX 8 mg/week (MTX monotherapy/control) every 4 weeks. The clinical responses were measured using the ACR criteria and the DAS28 response criteria. Serum VEGF levels were also monitored.

At week 24, the ACR20 response was significantly higher in the TCZ group compared to the MTX treated group (80.3% versus 25.0%, \( P < 0.001 \)). The ACR50 and ACR70 responses were also significantly higher in the TCZ group at all time points from 4 weeks onwards compared to the MTX group (49.2% versus 10.9% and 29.5% versus 6.3%, respectively, \( P < 0.001 \)). Similarly, the reduction in DAS28
was greater for the TCZ group (P < 0.001). TCZ also caused a significantly greater reduction in VEGF levels compared with MTX (P < 0.001).

The SATORI study group concluded that TCZ monotherapy was well-tolerated and provided an excellent clinical benefit in active RA patients with an inadequate response to low dose MTX.

Combination therapy – DMARD failure

The TOWARD study (the TCZ in combination with traditional DMARD therapy study) was a large multicenter, randomized, double-blind, placebo-controlled trial investigating the efficacy and safety of TCZ combined with conventional DMARDs in patients with moderate to severe active RA. This study aimed to represent a diverse clinic population by allowing patients to enroll on the study if they were taking any stable single or multiple agent conventional DMARD, rather than just MTX. Permitted conventional DMARDs included MTX, chloroquine, hydroxychloroquine, parenteral gold, sulfasalazine, azathioprine, and leflunomide. Patients who had an incomplete response to anti-TNF therapy or were previously treated with a cell-depleting agent were excluded.

A total of 1220 patients were randomized in a 2:1 manner to receive either TCZ 8 mg/kg infusions or placebo infusions every 4 weeks. All patients continued their conventional DMARD therapy at a stable dose. The primary efficacy endpoint was meeting the ACR20 response criteria after 24 weeks.

At week 24 the proportion of patients achieving an ACR20 response was significantly greater in the TCZ plus DMARD group than in the control group (60.8% and 24.5%, respectively, P < 0.0001). Secondary endpoints of ACR50 and ACR70 responses were also significantly improved in the TCZ group compared to the control group (37.6% versus 19.0% and 20.5% versus 2.9%, respectively, P < 0.0001). DAS28 remission at week 24 was higher in the TCZ group versus the control group (30% versus 3%, respectively, P < 0.0001).

The levels of inflammatory markers ESR and CRP decreased significantly in the TCZ group versus the control group (30% versus 3%, respectively, P < 0.001).

### Table 3 Changes in fatigue, pain and disability in key trials

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Trial</th>
<th>Outcome</th>
<th>Placebo/control</th>
<th>Tocilizumab 4 mg/kg</th>
<th>Tocilizumab 8 mg/kg</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SAMURAI</td>
<td>Modified HAQ</td>
<td>–0.13 (40%)</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–0.50 (68%, P &lt; 0.001)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SATORI</td>
<td>Modified HAQ</td>
<td>–0.18 (34%)</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–0.4 (67%, P &lt; 0.01)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OPTION</td>
<td>Modified HAQDI</td>
<td>–0.34</td>
<td>–0.52 (P &lt; 0.005)</td>
<td>–0.55 (P = 0.0082)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FACIT – fatigue</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>7.3 (P = 0.0063)</td>
<td>8.6 (P &lt; 0.0001)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SF36 mental</td>
<td>9.7</td>
<td>5.7 (P = 0.0394)</td>
<td>7.3 (P = 0.0012)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SF36 physical</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>9.7 (P &lt; 0.0001)</td>
<td>9.5 (P &lt; 0.0001)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RADIATE</td>
<td>HAQ</td>
<td>–0.05</td>
<td>–0.31 (P = 0.003)</td>
<td>–0.39 (P &lt; 0.001)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOWARD</td>
<td>HAQ-DI</td>
<td>–0.2</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–0.5 (P &lt; 0.0001)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FACIT</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>8.0 (P &lt; 0.0001)</td>
<td>8.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SF36 mental</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td></td>
<td>5.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SF36 physical</td>
<td>4.1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AMBITION</td>
<td>HAQ-DI</td>
<td>–0.5</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LITHE</td>
<td>HAQ-DI</td>
<td>52.7%</td>
<td>59.6% (P &lt; 0.0001)</td>
<td>62.7% (P &lt; 0.0001)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 4 Adverse events in Phase III trials

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Trial</th>
<th>TCZ 8 mg/kg</th>
<th>Placebo</th>
<th>TCZ 8 mg/kg</th>
<th>Placebo</th>
<th>TCZ 4 mg/kg</th>
<th>TCZ 8 mg/kg</th>
<th>Placebo</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SAMURAI</td>
<td>89%</td>
<td>82%</td>
<td>92%</td>
<td>72%</td>
<td>71%</td>
<td>69%</td>
<td>63%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SATORI</td>
<td>18%</td>
<td>13%</td>
<td>7%</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OPTION</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>4%</td>
<td>2%</td>
<td>2%</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: P-values are all compared to controls.

Abbreviations: FACIT, functional assessment of chronic illness therapy; HAQ-DI, Health Assessment Questionnaire Disability Index; SF36, Short Form (36) Health Survey; HAQ, Health Assessment Questionnaire.
The OPTION study group concluded that TCZ was an effective therapeutic approach in patients with moderate to severe active RA.43

**Combination therapy – anti-TNF failure**

The RADIATE study (research on Actemra [TCZ] determining efficacy after anti-TNF failures) examined the efficacy and safety of TCZ in patients with RA refractory to anti-TNF therapy.44 The study design was similar to the OPTION study but the RA patients in RADIATE had previously had an inadequate response to one or more anti-TNF agents. Four hundred ninety-nine patients were randomly assigned to one of three treatment arms: infusions of TCZ 4 mg/kg, TCZ 8 mg/kg, or placebo infusions every 4 weeks, all with stable doses of MTX (10–25 mg/week). The primary efficacy endpoint was meeting the ACR20 response criteria 24 weeks after treatment. Secondary efficacy and safety endpoints were also assessed.44

At week 24, the proportion of patients achieving an ACR20 was significantly higher in the TCZ 4 mg/kg and TCZ 8 mg/kg groups compared to the placebo group (48%, 59%, and 26%, respectively, \( P < 0.0001 \)). The ACR50 and ACR70 responses were also significantly higher in both the TCZ 4 mg/kg and TCZ 8 mg/kg group compared to the placebo group (ACR50 31%, 44%, and 11%, respectively, \( P < 0.001 \); ACR70 12%, 22%, and 2%, respectively, \( P < 0.001 \)). DAS28 disease remission was reached by 13%, 27%, and 0.8% of the patients in the TCZ 4 mg/kg, TCZ 8 mg/kg, and placebo groups respectively (\( P < 0.05 \)).45

As seen in other TCZ trials, the mean CRP concentrations normalized by week 2 of treatment with TCZ 8 mg/kg and remained within the normal range until the end of the study (\( P < 0.0001 \) versus baseline). ESR also normalized in the 8 mg/kg group in a similar way to CRP (\( P < 0.0001 \) versus baseline).45

The OPTION study group concluded that TCZ infection
Serious infections
AEs leading to withdrawal
Serious AEs
Any AEs

**Table 4**

Adverse events in Phase III trials

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study/Combination</th>
<th>TCZ 4 mg/kg</th>
<th>TCZ 8 mg/kg</th>
<th>Placebo</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>RADIATE</strong></td>
<td>87%</td>
<td>84%</td>
<td>81%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TOWARD</strong></td>
<td>73%</td>
<td>61%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>AMBITION</strong></td>
<td>80%</td>
<td>78%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>LITHE</strong></td>
<td>324</td>
<td>325</td>
<td>280</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study/Combination</th>
<th>TCZ 4 mg/kg</th>
<th>TCZ 8 mg/kg</th>
<th>Placebo</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>RADIATE</strong></td>
<td>87%</td>
<td>84%</td>
<td>81%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TOWARD</strong></td>
<td>73%</td>
<td>61%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>AMBITION</strong></td>
<td>80%</td>
<td>78%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>LITHE</strong></td>
<td>324</td>
<td>325</td>
<td>280</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Notes:** SAMURAI, SATORI and OPTION were studies with tocilizumab monotherapy. RADIATE, TOWARD, AMBITION and LITHE were tocilizumab plus methotrexate.

**Abbreviations:** AEs, adverse events; TB, tuberculosis; TCZ, tocilizumab.
The RADIATE study group concluded that TCZ plus MTX was effective in achieving rapid and sustained improvements in the signs and symptoms of RA in patients with an inadequate response to anti-TNF therapy.\textsuperscript{44}

Radiographic progression with TCZ
Two Phase III studies looked at the effect of TCZ in preventing structural joint damage in RA patients as the primary endpoint; these were the SAMURAI\textsuperscript{45} and LITHE\textsuperscript{46} studies. Both studies had secondary endpoints of clinical efficacy.

Monotherapy – DMARD failure
The SAMURAI study (study of active controlled monotherapy used for RA, an IL-6 inhibitor), an X-ray reader-blind, open-label, randomized controlled trial evaluated the ability of TCZ monotherapy to inhibit progression of structural joint damage in patients with active RA and an inadequate response to at least one DMARD.\textsuperscript{45}

Three hundred six patients with active RA of less than 5 years duration were allocated to receive either infusions of TCZ 8 mg/kg monotherapy or conventional DMARDs (except for leflunomide and anti-TNF therapies), every 4 weeks. The primary endpoint was change in the mean modified Total Shape Score (TSS) at week 52.\textsuperscript{45}

At week 52 the secondary endpoints of ACR20, ACR50, and ACR70 responses were achieved in 78%, 64%, and 44%, respectively, in the TCZ group compared to 34%, 13%, and 6%, respectively, in the conventional DMARDs group (P < 0.001, for each comparison), although clinical efficacy was assessed without blinding. DAS28 remission was achieved in 59% receiving TCZ compared to 3% receiving DMARDs (P < 0.001) at week 52.\textsuperscript{45}

The SAMURAI study group concluded that TCZ monotherapy was generally well-tolerated and provided radiographic benefit in patients with RA.\textsuperscript{45}

Combination therapy – DMARD failure
The LITHE study (TCZ safety and the prevention of structural joint damage) was a randomized, double-blind, placebo-controlled trial aiming to assess the efficacy and safety of TCZ in combination with MTX in preventing structural joint damage and improving physical function and disease activity in patients with RA.\textsuperscript{46} One thousand one hundred ninety-six patients with active moderate to severe RA, who had an incomplete response to MTX and had not previously failed anti-TNF therapy, were randomized into one of three treatment arms: infusions of either TCZ 4 mg/kg, TCZ 8 mg/kg, or a TCZ placebo every 4 weeks, all in combination with MTX 10–25 mg/week. The length of the controlled phase of the study was 2 years, although only results from the first year were published. The main outcomes measured in the trial were the changes from baseline in the Genant-modified Sharp score and the area under the curve in the HAQ-DI after 52 weeks. Secondary endpoints of disease activity using the ACR response criteria were also assessed.\textsuperscript{46}

At week 52 the ACR20, ACR50, and ACR70 responses in the TCZ 8 mg/kg plus MTX group (56%, 36%, and 20%, respectively) were significantly higher compared to the control group (P < 0.0001 for each response rate). Additionally, a significantly higher proportion of patients treated with TCZ 8 mg/kg plus MTX achieved a DAS28 remission by 52 weeks compared with the control (47.2% versus 7.9%, respectively, P < 0.0001). The LITHE study group concluded that TCZ plus MTX resulted in greater inhibition of joint damage and greater improvement in physical function than MTX alone.\textsuperscript{46}

Effects of TCZ on X-ray damage
Both the SAMURAI and LITHE studies confirmed that patients treated with TCZ, either as monotherapy or in combination with MTX, had significantly less radiographic progression compared to controls (Figure 3).\textsuperscript{45,46}

At the end of week 52 of the SAMURAI study, those patients who were treated with TCZ had significantly less radiographic change in TSS than those patients receiving conventional DMARDs, with 56% and 39% having no radiographic progression (change from baseline TSS ≤ 0.5) in the TCZ and DMARD-treated groups respectively (P < 0.01). TCZ was also superior to DMARDs in preventing both erosions and joint space narrowing (P < 0.001 and P < 0.018, respectively).\textsuperscript{45}

In the LITHE study, at the end of 52 weeks, radiographic progression from baseline was reduced by 70% and 74% in the TCZ 4 mg/kg plus MTX and 8 mg/kg plus MTX groups, respectively, compared to the placebo group (MTX alone) (P < 0.0001 for both comparisons), with mean changes in the Genant-modified Sharp score of 0.34, 0.29, and 1.39 for TCZ 4 mg/kg plus MTX, TCZ 8 mg/kg plus MTX, and placebo respectively (P < 0.0001). At 2 years, patients in the TCZ 8 mg/kg plus MTX group had significantly less radiographic progression compared with the placebo group: 85% versus 67% respectively (P < 0.001).\textsuperscript{46}

Effects of TCZ on function
In addition to clinical efficacy, many studies also explored the effect of TCZ on function using various measurements such as the HAQ-DI, functional assessment of chronic illness
therapy (FACIT), and the Short Form (36) Health Survey, both mental and physical (SF36-mental and SF36-physical) (summarized in Table 3).10,41–46

All seven of the Phase III clinical studies found that TCZ (at either dose where applicable) significantly improved the modified HAQ-DI scores from baseline, compared to controls.10,41–46 The OPTION43 and TOWARD10 studies went on to examine the FACIT and SF36-mental and SF36-physical scores and again found that those patients receiving TCZ had a statistically significant improvement from baseline in comparison to controls.10,43

Tolerability and AEs
TCZ was well-tolerated across all seven Phase III trials, both as monotherapy or in combination with MTX or a DMARD.10,41–46 In general, the overall incidence of AEs was similar in both the TCZ and placebo groups (Table 4).

The majority of AEs were considered to be mild to moderate in severity.10,41–46 The most common AEs in the TCZ treated groups were infection, often nasopharyngitis, followed by gastrointestinal disturbance, stomatitis, rash, and headache.10,41–46 Common infusion reactions (defined as a reaction that occurred within 24 hours of infusion) included hypertension, rash, nausea, and headache.10,41–46

The incidence of serious infusion reactions and anaphylaxis was rare.10,41–46

In all but one of the trials the incidence of serious AEs (SAEs) was similar in the TCZ and placebo groups.10,41–46 In the RADIATE trial44 more SAEs were seen in the MTX monotherapy (placebo) group than in the TCZ treatment groups.44 Serious infections seen in the TCZ treated groups included septic arthritis, staphylococcal cellulitis, and acute pyelonephritis.10,41–46

No cases of tuberculosis were reported, however one case of asymptomatic Mycobacterium avium-intracellulare was reported in a TCZ treated patient in the TOWARD trial.10

Numerous laboratory abnormalities were reported. These tended to center around deranged liver function tests, lipid abnormalities, and neutropenia.10,41–46 Laboratory abnormalities were often more common in the TCZ groups compared to the controls, with many of the excess TCZ events related to an elevation in total cholesterol, triglycerides, high-density lipoproteins, and low-density lipoproteins, although the majority found no increase in adverse cardiovascular events.10,41–46 Several trials noted neutropenia in the TCZ treated groups, mostly grade 1–2. Both the AMBITION and RADIATE trials reported grade 3 and 4 neutropenia, respectively.41,44 Those in the latter group were withdrawn from the trial.

Systematic reviews
A number of systematic reviews on the use of TCZ in RA have recently been published, with many including meta-analyses of clinical trial data.17,47 These reviews have concentrated on outcomes including clinical efficacy (ACR20, ACR50, ACR70, and DAS28 remission), effect on radiographic progression, function, quality of life, and safety in over 2000 patients receiving TCZ at varying doses, in comparison to either placebo or an active comparator (often MTX).17

Monotherapy
TCZ monotherapy was found to be more effective at improving the ACR50 and ACR70 scores (OR 21.2 ACR50, OR 18.3 ACR70) than placebo or DMARDs alone (OR
2.76 ACR50, OR 2.3 ACR70). TCZ 8 mg/kg monotherapy was also found to reduce radiographic disease progression compared to MTX alone.

Combination therapy

All studies have consistently found that combination therapy with TCZ plus a DMARD is more effective than placebo (at either the 4 mg/kg or 8 mg/kg dose) at improving the ACR50 and ACR70 (OR 3.79 ACR50, OR 5.94 ACR70 versus DMARD). TCZ at a dose of 8 mg/kg was shown to be more likely to lead to DAS28 remission (OR 10.6 versus DMARD) and a greater improvement in HAQ-DI scores, with no significant increase in SAEs. Additionally, combination therapy with TCZ plus MTX was found to reduce radiographic disease progression.

A systematic review by Campbell et al specifically focused on the risk of AEs with TCZ, and found that there was an increased risk of all AEs in patients treated with combination therapy (TCZ 8 mg/kg plus MTX) (OR 1.53) versus MTX alone. This included an increased risk of infection (OR 1.3). However, no significant difference in SAEs was seen even in the higher TCZ dose group. Due to differences in reporting of lipid abnormalities and neutropenia across different trials these AEs could not be evaluated. In general, the incidence of SAEs were low (1.5 events/100 patient years), but were increased further when TCZ was given in combination with a nonbiologic DMARD (3.6 events/100 patient years).

Economic aspects

Within the United Kingdom, access to biological therapies conventionally occurs on the basis of approval by the National Institute of Clinical Excellence (NICE). NICE currently recommends TCZ plus MTX in patients with disease refractory to both TNF inhibitors and rituximab, or directly after anti-TNF where rituximab is contraindicated. In addition, a recent update suggests that TCZ may be used as monotherapy in DMARD non-responders as an alternative to TNF inhibitors where MTX cannot be co-prescribed.

All biological therapies are high cost in comparison to DMARDs, and calculating the cost-effectiveness of such agents is complex. A number of cost-effectiveness models involving biologics have been published, but without details of the cost-effectiveness of TCZ. However, a recent economic model of the use of TCZ as a first-line biological agent in a sequence of biologics found that TCZ was more cost-effective than standard therapy (etanercept followed by adalimumab, rituximab, and abatacept) due to lower cost and increased benefit.

Conclusion

Although anti-TNF agents provide an excellent clinical response for most patients, up to 40% of patients fail to respond. TCZ is the first biologic targeting IL-6 that is licensed for the treatment of RA. The clinical trials of TCZ reviewed showed strong evidence that its use, both as monotherapy and in combination with MTX, improve the signs and symptoms of RA within several weeks of commencing treatment.

Additionally TCZ reduced radiological disease progression and improved physical function both as monotherapy and in combination with MTX. A 5-year extension study by Nishimoto et al demonstrated that TCZ sustained good long-term efficacy and safety profiles.

More recently, a study by Dougados et al showed that TCZ monotherapy was as effective as combination therapy (TCZ and MTX) in the treatment of RA. TCZ monotherapy may be a valuable treatment strategy in suitable RA patients who are intolerant of MTX.

TCZ was generally well tolerated. Although its use increased the risk of an AE, these were usually mild to moderate in severity and treatment did not increase the risk of SAEs in comparison to controls. Due to moderate increases in serum levels of total cholesterol, triglycerides, high-density lipoproteins, and serum transaminases seen in those treated with TCZ, as well as severe neutropenia in some, regular blood monitoring of full blood count, liver function and lipids is recommended. Whilst these short-term efficacy and safety profiles are encouraging, further long-term safety data are required to better characterize the risk–benefit profile of TCZ.

With advances in pharmacogenomics and the field of stratified medicine expanding, biologics targeting differing pro-inflammatory cytokines may offer new hope for patients who have failed treatment targeting other inflammatory cytokines. Given its clinical efficacy in the treatment of RA, TCZ may be beneficial in the treatment of other autoimmune diseases where IL-6 plays a role in the inflammatory cascade.
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